Introduction and Main Results
This paper is a supplement to the author's paper [6] . Here we shall discuss the space B a pi00 _($), a closed subspace of JB£ >JO (,G), and determine the dual of Besov spaces ££ ig (J2) . (1 
Hence, for r^>c the measure of the set {x\f k (x)^>r} is equal to zero, that is, ess. sup/ fc (x) <c.
(ii) Case l</><°°-. Taking Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.5 in [5] .
is absolutely convergent and its absolute value is not greater than
Proof. From Lemma 2.4 it follows that
Therefore, making use of Holder's inequality twice, we obtain the desired result.
In the following of this section X will denote a Banach space and Let X and Y be Banach spaces contained in a Hausdorff vector space E. The mean interpolation space due to Lions and Peetre, which is denoted by (X, Y) 0>p , 0<C0<C1 ? 12^>2S°°, is the space of means Proof. From the identity (see [6] p. 336) it follows that Cy, Ov-^/O^Gy)),,
Hence the bilinear form is unique. Conversely, the form defined by 
(S) .
Since l-l g = 0 on J(B;, ,(£)), which is dense in B$ tl (S) (see [6] Theorem 5), it follows that l=l g on B a
Vjl (S) . Thus the mapping g**l g is surjective.
(iv) Case p = l, l<<?<oo -. Making use of the imbedding operator Bi tl (S)-^Bi iq (S) 9 by the same argument as in case (iii) we obtain the desired result in this case. Similarly we can find that the mapping f^>l f is surjective, and the theorem is completely proved.
